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Abstract— Compared to the past decades, the growth in the use of video cameras have rapidly changed. Also, the use 

of video cameras specifically for surveillance has seen a rapid increase on a day-by-day basis. Video surveillance has 

become a budding approach for prevention of crimes as it facilitates the ability to handle a suspect when any crime 

occurs. Generally video surveillance consists of three phases including object detection, object classification and 

tracking. This paper presents a study on the three phases of video surveillance and is directed on object classification 

and estimating human pose(s) or action recognition by extracting the silhouette or shape of a human body. In this 

paper we use the Moore-Neighbor tracing algorithm and the adaptive background subtraction method for producing 

the foreground human blobs called human silhouettes. The silhouette obtained can be further used for human pose 

estimation or behavior analysis or action recognition. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The process of analysing video sequences is known as video surveillance. Video surveillance can be done in three 

ways - manual, semi-autonomous and fully-autonomous [1]. In manual video surveillance, video analysis is done by 

human. Semi-autonomous video surveillance includes some form of video processing as well as significant human 

involvement. In such a case, the video that is recorded in the presence of motion is sent to a human expert for further 

analysis. In a fully-autonomous system there is no involvement of human and the system does all the tasks required for 

video surveillance. During surveillance, video sequences are taken as the only input and then the system itself does both 

the low-level and the high-level decision making tasks. Motion detection and abnormal event detection are the low-level 

decision making task and the high-level decision making task respectively. 

Video surveillance has become a dominant and central technique in monitoring the movements of a scene in any 

venue such as museums, airports and banks. This can be done for security-conscious, to detect suspicious activities or 

unlikely events. To do so, the video captured can be analysed by following a set of three major phases or steps as 

mentioned below: 

 Detection of Moving Object – in this phase, recognition of the interested moving objects in the video is done by 

locating connected regions of pixels that represent the moving objects within the scene. 

 Tracking of Detected Object – in this phase, the detected object such as a human is kept track of from frame to 

frame.  

 Action Analysis – in this phase, identification and analysis of unusual behaviour or activity of an object is done. 

For instance, analyzing the movement of a human being to determine abnormal behaviour. 

 

An object can be defined as anything that is of concern for further study. Objects are mainly characterized by their 

shapes and appearances such as primitive geometric shapes, points, skeletal models, object silhouette and contour. The 

likely feature selection includes colour, edges, texture and optical flow. Detection of moving object in video is a 

preliminary phase for video surveillance since it provides attention and also simplifies every tracking method and 

subsequent analysis steps. Object detection can be done either in each frame or when the object first appears in the video 

[2]. Detection handles segmentation of moving objects and separates them from motionless background objects. 

Segmentation is the process for partitioning the image into perceptually similar regions.  Segmentation decreases 

computation time since it is used for extracting the human silhouette by partitioning image into parts. Two common 

approaches for detecting object are the use of information which is in a single frame, and the use of temporal information 

which is in the form of frame differencing. Temporal differencing highlights the region that changes in consecutive 

frames. To avoid or reduce false detection, this information is figured from a series of frames. After the object has been 

detected, the tracker will then produce the tracks from one frame to the next.  

Some frequently used methods for detecting moving objects in video surveillance are background subtraction, 

statistical methods, temporal differencing and optical flow.  
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A. Background Subtraction 

Background subtraction also known as foreground detection [3] is the process of detecting objects by determining the 

difference between the current image and background image. Changes occur from this comparison indicates a moving 

object. Results are used for further processing such as tracking of the detected object, object classification and behaviour 

analysis.  

 

B. Statistical methods 

 Statistical methods overcome the disadvantage of the basic background methods by extracting change regions from 

background and dynamically update the background during processing. Pixels that belong to background image are 

recorded and updated dynamically, in each frame. Each pixel’s statistics are compared with that of the background model 

to identify the foreground pixel. This approach is reliable in scenes that contain noise, illumination changes and shadow. 

  

C. Temporal differencing methods 

 Temporal differencing methods extract moving regions by considering the pixel-wise difference between two or 

more consecutive frames in a video. This approach is adaptive to dynamic scene changes but fails to extract all relevant 

pixels of a foreground object texture when an object moves slowly, or when an object stops. 

 

D. Optical flow 

The optical flow describes the direction and time rate of pixels in a time sequence of two consequent images. A two 

dimensional velocity vector, carrying information on the direction and the velocity of motion is assigned to a given place 

of the picture. 

Detected moving objects can be tracked using tracking approaches such as Point tracking, Kernel tracking or 

Silhouette tracking [2].Tracking is the process of determining or estimating the path of an interesting object such as 

human, in the plane of an image or across the frames from image sequences or video, as it moves around a scene. Motion 

tracking can be classified as shown in table I below.  

 

Table I. Classification of Motion Tracking 

Categories   

Based on positioning  of 

imaging instrument 
 Static camera tracking 

 Active motion tracking 

Based on motion of objects  with markers (used in 2D 

and 3D animations) 

 Marker-less (our interest) 

Based on methodology or 

approach by which motion 

tracking can be set off 

 motion based tracking 

 recognition based 

tracking 

Based on the type of motion 

to be tracked in human 

motion tracking 

 articulated motion 

 moving motion  

 

We now briefly introduce main tracking approaches:  

Point tracking: Point tracking methods are robust, reliable and precise. These are mainly used to track the vehicles. 

Objects are detected in consecutive frames represented by points (see figure 1(a)). 

Kernel tracking: Kernel refers to the object shape and appearance such as a rectangular template or an elliptical shape 

with an associated histogram .Objects is tracked by computing the motion of the kernel in consecutive frames (Figure 

1(b)). This motion is usually in the form of a parametric transformation such as translation, rotation, and affine.  

Silhouette tracking: Silhouette tracking is one of the most appropriate methods for tracking human or complex object 

with shapes such as head, shoulder and hands (see fig 1(c)) because these objects cannot be well described by other 

representation such as simple geometric shapes. 

 
 

Fig. 1. Tracking approaches [2] (a) Multipoint correspondence point tracking, (b) parametric transformation of a 

rectangular patch,(c,d)Two examples of contour evolution(silhouette tracking). 

 

Tracking methods are used for tracking the human motion or identifying the behaviour or pose estimation to detect 

the incident of the possible dangerous or abnormal cases. The advanced video surveillance system requires analysis to 

detect such suspicious events. 

In this paper we use Silhouette tracking for extracting the human shape, therefore we discussed mainly on Silhouette 

tracking. Silhouette based methods provide an accurate shape description for an object by representing their edges or 

boundary (see figure 2(a)).Silhouette-based object tracker finds the object silhouette (see figure 2(b)) in each frame by 
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means of an object model which can be in the form of the object contour, edges or colour histogram. Silhouette trackers 

are further categorized into contour tracking and shape matching. Shape matching approaches track for the object 

silhouette by considering only the current frame .In contour tracking approaches, an initial contour to its new position in 

the current frame is considered. 

 The object silhouettes help in classifying the objects and analysing their behaviour. Before classifying moving 

objects, the object silhouette should be extracted from image sequences. After detecting an object, its actions can be 

recognized. Generally, the action recognition system can recognize different human actions such as walking, jumping, 

running, boxing, crawling and kicking. 

 
Fig. 2. (a) object silhouette, (b) control points on object contour. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

This section discusses mainly about the related work on the three phases of video surveillance, that is, detection of 

moving object(s), tracking of detected object(s), and action analysis. Object classification methods used for classifying 

objects into human and non-human are also discussed. 

E. Object Detection 

Object detection is classified into point detectors, segmentation and background modelling. Several common object 

detection categories and their related work are tabulated in table II. 

 

Table II. Categories of object detection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Point Detector 

Images may have an expressive texture in their respective localities .Interest points in such images can be detected 

using Point detectors. Some of the commonly used interest point detectors are Moravec’s interest operator [3], Harris 

interest point detector [4], SIFT detector[5], interest point detectors[6].  

 

B. Segmentation 

 In contour evolution, object segmentation is attained when the contour tightly encloses the objects’ boundary [7].  

Comaniciu and Meer [8] proposed the mean-shift approach for finding clusters in the joint spatial+color. Mean-shift 

clustering approach is applicable in edge detection, image regularization [8], and tracking [9]. Shi and Malik[9] proposed 

the normalized cut for segmentation . 

 

C. Background Modelling 

Background model is the representation of the scene used for detecting moving objects. In case of background model, 

the process used for finding deviations from the model for each incoming frames is called background subtraction.  

In the work of Stauffer and Grimson [10], a mixture of Gaussians was used for modelling the pixel color. Oliver et al. 

[11] proposed a holistic approach using the eigenspace decomposition, Toyama et al.[12]used a three-tiered algorithm to 

deal with the background subtraction problem. Monnet et al.[13] proposed methods which are capable for handling time-

varying background such as the waves on the water, moving clouds, and so on. 

Categories Representative Work 

Point 

detectors 

Moravec’s detector [3], 

Harris detector [4], 

Scale Invariant Feature Transform 

[5]. 

Affine Invariant Point Detector 

[6]. 

Segmentation Active contours [7]. 

Mean-shift [8], 

Graph-cut [9], 

Background 

Modeling 

Mixture of Gaussians [10], 

Wall flower 

[11],Eigenbackground[12], 

Dynamic texture background [13]. 
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D. Silhouette Tracking 

Silhouette tracking is one of the appropriate methods for tracking moving objects such as pedestrians, vehicles, 

clutter, etc, in video surveillance. Silhouette tracking methods are categorised into shape matching and contour tracking. 

 

Table III. Categories of Silhouette Tracking 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shape matching  

In 1993, Huttenlocher et al [15] used edge-based representation to perform shape matching. Hausdorff distance is 

used for measuring the most mismatched edges and for constructing a correlation surf by emphasizing much on those 

edges which is not drastically affected by object motion. 

The minimum is selected as the new object position. For example, in the case of a walking human, the shape of the 

torso and the head do not change much, whereas the shape of the legs and arms are changed drastically by motion. The 

edges corresponding to arms and legs are removed to improve the tracking performance. In 2004 Kang et al.[16] used 

histograms of colour and edges  as the object models by generating histograms from concentric circles. 

 

Contour tracking 

 Contour tracking can be done either by using state space models or by using direct minimization methods such as 

gradient descent. In contour tracking using state space models, the object’s state is defined by the shape and the motion 

parameters of the contour. The object state has been defined in terms of dynamics of the control points [17], affine 

motion parameters and spline shape parameters [18]. The measurements consist of image edges (see figure 3(a)). 

 
Fig. 3.  (a) Edge observations along the contour normals [18]. (b) Level set contour representation[19] 

 

The contour energy is defined in terms of temporal information [19, 20, 21] or appearance statistics generated from the 

object and the background regions [22, 23]. To develop the contour, Bertalmio et al. [19] use the optical flow constraint. 

Their main aim was to compute the flow of vector for each contour position using the level set representation (see Figure 

3(b)). Yilmaz et al. [23] used the level set-based shape model that determines the object occlusions during the tracking 

process. 

 

E. Object Classification 

The approach presented in [24] makes use of the objects’ silhouette information to classify detected objects. Detected 

objects are classified into human, vehicle and so on. The classification method developed by Collins et al. [25] 

recognizes four classes of objects. These are human, human group, vehicle and clutter. 

 

F. Analysis 

Behaviour analysis or action recognition methods in video surveillance are classified into three groups, according to 

the methods they used. These are general signal processing techniques [26], template matching [27] and state-space 

approaches [28]. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

Our proposed work for object detection and extraction of moving human silhouette consists of four modules. It 

includes background subtraction (for detecting the moving object), contour formation (shape representation for extracting 

the human silhouette), object classification (human or non-human) and behaviour analysis (silhouette tracking). 

Framework of our proposed work is shown in Figure 4. 

At first the video is taken as input and is then converted into frames. Next, background subtraction is used for 

detecting human or the moving objects in a given input file, rejecting the background of the frame. Then, contour 

formation is used for forming the boundary pixel of the object. Contour formation of all objects is done before analysing 

the behaviour of the moving object. It is in fact the shape of the objects that help in classifying the objects to be human or 

non-human. Thus after object classification, if the object is human it can be further analysed. 

Silhouette 

Tracking 

Representative works 

Matching 

shapes 

Hausdorff [15], 

Histogram [16]. 

Contour 

formation 

State space models [17,18], 

Variational methods [19], 

Heuristic methods [22, 23]. 
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Fig. 4.  Framework of proposed work for object recognition 

                     

1. Background subtraction 

In our proposed work for background subtraction, adaptive Statistical background model is used.The Process flow 

chart is shown in Figure 5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Flowchart of Background Subtraction Method 

 

Before classifying and tracking the human blob, the moving objects should be extracted from the background. The 

absolute value obtained is filtered with dynamic threshold per pixel [3]. The pixel where the difference is greater than the 

bounded threshold implies a foreground pixel. The success of motion detection depends on the threshold value. A lot of 

false change points will be produced if the threshold value is too small. The scope of changes in movement will be 

reduced if the threshold choice is too large [7].The background image is updated by morphing slightly toward the current 

frame. Incoming information are provided into the current background image. The faster new changes (moving objects) 

in the scene are updated to the background frame. 

The idea behind the algorithm is as follows: 

 Store the first frame image as a background image B. 

 Perform subtraction of the current image Ck with B. 

Rk(x,y)=   B(x,y)-Ck(x,y)   (1) 

 

           1  Rk(x,y)>T 

Fk(x,y) =           

      0  Rk(x,y)  T 

 Update the background image B for every frame k by  

using a first order recursive filter. The equation is  

Bk+1 = Bk + (1 - ) Ck   (2) 

Where is an adaptation coefficient and cannot be too large. If   is too large, it might form artificial “tails” 

behind the moving objects. 

Background Subtraction 

Contour formation 

Analysing human behaviour 

Classification of objects 

Human Non-Human 

Normalize the frames 

Video input 

Morphing 
Difference 

Threshold operation 

Moving Object 

  
   

Background 

Frame 

Current 

Frame 

Video 

Convert to Frames 
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Algorithm for background subtraction   

Input: Image of the video. 

Output: Foreground Object F. 

1. For each pixel(k) ,calculate the difference 

 R(k) -> | Backgroundframe(k) –Currentframe(k) | 

2. If R(k)>threshold 

i. Set F(k) =  True; 

3. Else 

ii. Set F(k) = False; 

4. Set the adaptation coefficient a and then update the Backgroundframe. 

i. B(k) -> a*B(k)+(1-a)*C(k) 

 

The advantage of this algorithm is that it is effective detection, can provide the complete feature data of the target. It 

overcomes the shortcomings of using Simple Background subtraction method to obtain the background image when there 

are frequent in the moves of the occasions such as changes in dynamic scene. This method reduces computation time 

significantly.  

 

2. Contour Formation 

Contour formation is used to find the boundary or edges of an object .The region inside the contour are called the 

silhouette of the object .In our proposed system we are using the Moore-Neighbor tracing algorithm to find the contour of 

the given binary image.  

The idea behind this algorithm is as follows: 

 Define M(a) to be the neighbour of pixel a. 

 Let p denote the current boundary pixel.  

 Let c denote the current pixel under consideration. 

 Find a black pixel and declare it as a “start” pixel, s. 

 By using this black pixel, extract the contour by going around the pattern in a clockwise direction.  

 Backtrack when a black pixel, P, is hit. That is, move to the pixel from which s was entered. 

 The algorithm terminates when the start pixel is visited for a second time. 

 

Algorithm for contour formation [29] 

Input: Binary Image. 

Output: The contour consisting of a sequence B (b1, b2 ,b3,b4..., bk) of boundary pixels . 

Begin  

1. Set B to be empty. 

2. From bottom to top and left to right scan the cells until a black start pixel, s, of p is found  

i. Insert s in B. 

ii. Set p=s 

3. Backtrack   

4. Set c to be the next clockwise pixel in M(p). 

5. While c not equal to s do 

i. If c is black  

a. insert c in B 

b. set p=c 

c. backtrack  

ii. else  

a. advance the current pixel c to the next clockwise pixel in M(p) 

6. end While 

End 

The algorithm terminates in two cases:  

a) When it has rotated 3 times (each through 90 degrees clockwise), thus declare the pixel an isolated one. 

b) When the current boundary pixel is the start pixel, thus declare that it has traced the contour of the pattern. 

 
Fig. 6. Contour formation 
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The advantage of this algorithm is that it checks the whole neighbourhood of a boundary pixel in order to find the 

next boundary pixel. It will always be able to extract the outer boundary of any connected component, since this 

algorithm proceeds to check every pixel in the neighbourhood of the current boundary pixel, it is bound to detect the next 

boundary pixel. 

 

3. Object Classification 

In natural scene, different shapes may correspond to different moving objects such as people, vehicles, animals, natural 

phenomenon (such as rain, snow), plants and clutter. Under this assumption, object classification is a necessary process 

that can analyse moving regions to recognize human being from other moving objects. In our proposed system, object 

silhouettes are used to classify objects. Our object classification metric is based on the object shapes and their similarity. 

The primary step of object classification is collecting the different poses of different objects. Then these samples are 

train with certain feature .Then find out the threshold value for human blob and check this threshold value with all 

objects blob while testing with real time video.  

 
Fig.7.  A sample silhouette for calculating the distance signal.[29] 

 

Algorithm for object classification   

Input: All Objects’ blob  

Output: Human Silhouette 

1. Calculate the centre of mass of each object Cm. 

Cm = (xCm, yCm), using the following equation 

 

xCm  = 
 𝑥𝑖𝑛
𝑖

𝑛
 ,  yCm = 

 𝑦𝑖𝑛
𝑖

𝑛
  (1) 

2. Find points S= {p1, p2,p3,....pn} of each object O. 

3. Find DS={d1,d2,d3...dn} using  the following equation 

di=Dist(Cm,pi) ,  i ∊[1....n] (2) 

 

Where Dist function is the Euclidean distance 

  di=
    𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑐 2 

+   𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑐 2 
       

4. Find the fix-sized distance signals 

 

DS[i] =DS [i * 
𝑁

𝐶
] ;  i ∊[1....c]    (3) 

5. Do normalization for the distance signal 

    

DS [i] = 
𝐷𝑆[𝑖]

 𝐷𝑆[𝑖]𝑛
1

    (4) 

 

4. Analysing human behaviour   

Action can be recognized once the object has been detected according to its type. If it is a human, its actions can be 

analysed. 

Steps for analysing human behaviour: 

1. Manually create the template pose database and store the extracted object silhouettes. The object silhouettes for all 

of the actions that can be recognized by the system contain key poses with integer IDs in the range [1,IDMAX]. 

2. Create action templates. Actions can be represented with a histogram of key poses (pose Ids) it matches. That is, 

create a histogram Hj for the action of the size of the total number of key silhouettes in the silhouette template 

database. 

3. After creating action template database, test actions are recognized in real-time.In order to recognize an action we 

keep a circular list of the IDs of the matching silhouettes in the template pose database for the subject’s silhouette. 

a. Let AT = {Si-(w-1), Si-(w-2), …, Si} be the fixed length list of the silhouettes of a test subject in the last w frames 

of video. For each Si, a corresponding pose template match Pi is found in the silhouette pose template 

database by using the same distance metric  used during training(section III.3) 
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b.  Let LT = {P1, P2,…, PN} represent the list of matched pose IDs, where Pi Є [1, IDMAX].A normalized 

histogram HT of IDs is created by using the IDs in LT.  

c. The distance between HT and each action template histogram Hj in the action database is calculated using 

Euclidian distance metric. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The goal of this paper is to give an overview for real-time object classification and human action recognition using 

object detection and object silhouettes, which is applicable in outdoor environments as well as indoor environments. An 

adaptive statistical background model is discussed for background subtraction. Moore’s algorithm has been discussed to 

trace the contour for all image objects. Silhouette based method is consider to separate human from other objects and 

therefore analyse their behaviour. Data from different environmental and physiological sensors will be used in future 

work. 
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